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Skew modules for symmetric groups have been investigated by James 
and Peel [13], Farahat and Peel [9], and Clausen [S]. More recently, 
skew modules for general linear groups have been investigated by Akin, 
Buchsbaum, Weyman, [3], [l], [2], and Kouwenhoven [ 161. Our aim in 
this paper is to set up, in a rather general context, a theory of skew 
modules for reductive algebraic groups. For a partition 1, of it (James, 
Peel [ 13]), obtain a filtration of the Specht module Sj,, viewed as a module 
for the Young subgroup corresponding to a decomposition n = a + b of n. 
The successive quotients in the filtration have the form S, H Sj,,,p 
(Kronecker product), where p runs over the partitions of a such that %\p is 
a skew partition and S,,, denotes the skew Specht module. The analogue 
of this result is proved for general linear groups by Akin, Buchsbaum, 
and Weyman [3, Theorem 11.4.1 l] and Kouwenhoven [ 16, Proposi- 
tion II, 2.2A]. The analogue for reductive groups is, more or less, our 
definition of skew modules. This filtration property is in fact a charac- 
terisation of skew modules (see 1.3(4)) and our definition for general inear 
groups therefore agrees with that of Akin, Buchsbaum, and Weyman [3] 
(and Kouwenhoven [ 161). It becomes apparent rather quickly, from 
our point of view, that the skew modules have a particular kind of 
filtration (see 2.1( 1)) which in the case of the general linear group is a 
filtration by Schur modules. This is a result of Kouwenhoven [ 16, 
Proposition 11.2.2B, a]), for general inear groups; Kouwenhoven is able to 
give an explicit description of such a filtration. One may then obtain, as in 
Kouwenhoven [ 16, Proposition II, 2.2B, b]), the result of James and 
Peel [ 131 on the existence of Specht series for skew modules for the sym- 
metric groups by specializing to a certain weight space (i.e., applying the 
Schur functor, as in [ll, Chap. 63). We are also able to prove (see 2.3(3)) 
the existence of a certain kind of resolution considered by Akin and 
Buchsbaum (see [ 1, Sects. 83) for skew modules for general linear groups. 
Our main point of reference is the representation theory of reductive 
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algebraic groups over an algebraically closed field. Though many of the 
results are valid for group schemes, we work in this context only for the 
general linear groups. 
1. REDUCTIVE GROUPS 
1.1. Let G be a (connected) reductive afline algebraic group over 
an algebraically closed field K. Let P be a parabolic subgroup, B c P a 
Bore1 subgroup and Tc B a maximal torus. We develop some notation for 
objects determined by the quadruple (G, P, B, T). 
Modules for an algebraic group over K are rational (see, e.g., [7, 1.11) 
though not necessarily finite dimensional. We denote by X(T) the set of 
characters of T, viewed as an additive abelian group. For i E X(T) we 
denote by Kj. the one dimensional B-module on which T acts via A. We 
denote by Yp(;l) the induced module (Indi) K, (see [7]). Let X, be the set 
of 3, E X( T) such that Y,(n) # 0. For each I E X, the socle Lp(A) of Y,(%) 
is a simple P-module and {Lp(l.): 1 E X,} is a full set of irreducible 
P-modules (see, for example [7, 1.71). We say that a E X(T) is a root if CL is 
a non-zero weight of the Lie algebra Lie(G), regarded as a T-module via 
the adjoint action; we denote the set of roots by @. The set @- of negative 
roots is the set of non-zero weights of the T-submodule Lie(B) of Lie(G). 
Then @ is the disjoint union of Cp and @+ = ( --c(: c( E @- }, the set of 
positive roots, There is a natural partial order on X(T): we write 1 _a ,U if 
p - jU is a sum of positive roots. 
1.2. Let rt be a subset of X,. A rational P-module V belongs to n if 
each composition factor of V has the form L,(A) for some AE 7~. For an 
arbitrary P-module V’ there is, among submodules which belong to 71, a 
unique maximal one, which we denote by O:(V), or simply U,(V) when 
confusion is unlikely. We thus obtain a left exact functor 0, from 
P-modules to P-modules. Now fix p E X, and put Z(P) = f4 E X,: < 9 ,u} 
and X(P)’ = n(~)\(~}. Write 0, for 071C10 and 0; for OnCp,,. For a 
P-module V, 3,( I’) denotes the quotient O,,( V)/OL( V). 
As in [7], we declare an ascending filtration 0 = V,, V1, . . . . of a 
P-module V to be good if, for each i > 0, Vi/V, _ , is either 0 or isomorphic 
to Y,(A) for some E.EX~. The multiplicity (V: Y,(A)) of Y,(1) (1~ X,) in 
a good filtration 0 = V,, V,, . . . . of I’ is the cardinality of {i> 0: 
V,/V,-, z Yp(%)} an d is independent of the choice of good filtration, by [7, 
( 12.1.1 )I. A subset n of X, is saturated if whenever p E 7~ and % E X, 
satisfies 3, SI p then I E n. It follows from (12.1.6) and (12.1.2) of [7] that, 
for any finite dimensional P-module V with a good filtration and saturated 
subset n of X,: 
(1) dim O,(V) = CIE ii (V: Y,(A)) dim Y,(n). 
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Applying this with rt = rc(p), n= Q)’ and subtracting, we obtain, for a 
finite dimensional P-module V with a good filtration, 
dim s,(V) = (I/: Y,(p)) dim Y&L). 
It also follows from [7, (12.1.6)] that B,(V) has a good filtration in which 
every successive quotient is isomorphic to Y,(p). However, every extension 
of Y,(p) by itself is split (by [7, (3.2.1)]) so that, for a finite dimensional 
P-module V with a good filtration, 
a direct sum of d= (V: Y,(p)) copies of Y,(p). 
We record for future use: 
(3) If M is a finite dimensional P-module which is a direct sum of copies 
of Y&J) for some ,uEX~, then the natural map q: Y,(p) @ 
Hom,( Y,(p), M) -+ M is a K-space isomorphism. 
This follows from the case M= Y,(p), for which the result is valid since 
End,( Y,(p)) = K by [7, (1.5.3)]. 
In particular we obtain from (2) that for a finite dimensional P-module 
V with a good filtration: 
(4) 9 : Y&L) 0 Hom.( Y&), 5,,( V)) + g,( V) is an isomorphism. 
Let V be a finite dimensional P-module with a good filtration and sup- 
pose the weights pi, p2, . . . . pn of V which lie in X, are listed so that i<j 
whenever p,apj (for 1 <i,j<n). For each i we put rci= {rEX,: sap, for 
somej<i}. We define V,=O,,(V), for ldidn. By [7, (12.1.2) (12.1.6) 
(3.2.1)] we have: 
(5) Vi/Vi_, z Yp(~Li)(d’, where d= (V: Yp(pi)), 
NOW 7c(p,) G zi SO that O,,,( P’) E V,. The kernel of the quotient map 
4: O,,(V) -+ Vi/Vi-- 1 is O,,,,,(V) n O,,+,( V) = O,(V), where r= +,) n 
nj- ,. Thus q induces a monomorphism 4: O,,J V)/O,( V) -+ V,/ViP,. By 
[7, (12.1.6) (12.1.2)] the left-hand side has dimension at least 
d’dim Y,(,u~) and SO, by (5) exactly this dimension. Thus s is an 
isomorphism and we obtain from (5) (and the fact that Y&,) has simple 
de LP(Pi)) 
0 n(p,,4On,,r,,( WO,( V) = 0 
and so O,(V) = O,C,,,,( V). Hence we have: 
(6) The kernel of q: O,(V) + V,/ViP , is exactly Ok,(V) and q induces an 
isomorphism 4 : SJ V) + Vi/V, ~ , . 
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1.3. We retain the set up of 1.1 and 1.2. We now consider represen- 
tations of P x C, the direct product of algebraic groups, where C is an 
affine algebraic group over K. We identify P and C with subgroups of 
P x C in the obvious way. Let nz be a subset of X,. For a (P x C)-module V 
and XE C, the map from V to V taking UE V to xu is a morphism of 
P-modules. Thus by the functoriality of O:, xO,P( V) c O,‘(V) so that O,‘(V) 
is a C-submodule, and therefore a (P x C)-submodule of V. Hence, for any 
,U E X,, g,(V) is a (P x C)-module. We now define 
which we regard as a C-module with action defined by (co)(y) = cd(y), for 
c E C, 8 E F,(V), and y E Y,(p). Thus we have a functor F, from (P x C)- 
modules to C-modules. For a P-module M and a C-module N, M q N 
denotes the Kronecker product, that is, the K-space MO N on which P x C 
acts by (x,y). (m@n)=xm@yn, for (x,y)~PxC, meA4, HEN. The 
natural map q: Y,(p) El Hom,( Y,(p), J) -+ J (p E A’,) is, for any (P x C)- 
module J, a (P x C)-module homomorphism. Thus from 1.214) we obtain 
the following. 
(1) For any finite dimensional (P x C)-module V such that the restric- 
tion VI p has a good filtration and any p E A’,, we have a (P x C)-module 
isomorphism q: Yp(p) m F,,(V) + $j,( V). 
The next result follows from 1.2(6) and the fact that the map 4 con- 
sidered there is, in the situation below, a morphism of (P x C)-modules. 
(2) Suppose that V is a finite dimensional (P x C)-module such that the 
restriction VI, has a good filtration. Let p,, . . . . pL, be the weights of V (as a 
T-module) which lie in X, and suppose they are listed so that i<j 
whenever pi 4 pj. Then there is a (P x C)-module filtration 0 = V,,, 
V 1 f ..., V,, = V with Vi/V, I z Yp(p,) El Fvz( V) for 1 d id n. 
Let S be a maximal torus of C and R = T x S, a maximal torus of P x C. 
The formal character (see [7, 2.21) of a (P x C)-module (resp. P-module, 
resp. C-module) is taken with respect to R (resp. T, resp. S). In the 
situation of (2) we obtain 
ch V= i Xp(Pi). Ch F,,(V), 
i=O 
where xp(r)=ch Y,(r) for t E X,. Note that if ,U is not a weight of VIP 
then F,(V) = 0, from which we deduce the following. 
(3) Let V be a finite dimensional (P x C)-module such that the restric- 
tion VI p has a good filtration. Then ch V = C,, xp I&). ch P’J V). In 
particular we have dim F,(V) = ( VI p: Y,(p)), for p E A’,. 
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The next result shows that (2) is in some sense a characterisation of the 
modules F,(V). 
(4) Let V be a finite dimensional (P x C)-module such that VI, has a 
good filtration. Let ,u,, p2, . . . . ~1,~ be the weights of V (as a T-module) which 
lie in X,, listed so that i <j whenever pLi Q p,. Suppose that 
0 = V,) v, ) . ..) V,, = V is a (P x C)-module filtration of V such that 
dim V, 3 cJG, (V,: Yp(pj)) for each 1 d if n and also, for each 1 <i 6 n, 
whenever r E X, is a weight of V’, (as a T-module) we have t = p, for some 
j< i. Then, for each 1 < idn, V,/Vjp, = Yp(pi) q FJ V). 
The proof runs as follows. Put rc, = {r.sXp: r 9 I*, for some j < i}. We 
have V, E. O,<( V’) for if Lp(r) is a composition factor of V, 1 p then r is a 
weight of Vi so, by hypothesis, r = I*, for some j 6 i and in particular T E n,. 
Thus we have 
dim O,(V) 3 dim V, 3 c (VI p: YJp,)). 
/Si 
The right term is Clctn, (VI,: Y&L)) since if pe rri and p is not a weight of 
V’ (as a T-module), ( VI p: Y,(p)) = 0. Thus, by 1.1 (l), the left and right 
terms are equal. Hence dim O,(V) = dim Vi and V,= O,( V). Now it 
follows from 1.2(6) that v,P’, ~I E 5J V and so, V,/Vi- 1 Z 
YAP,) q F,,,( V by (1). 
1.4. We now specialise further the setup of 1.3. We take P = G, and 
C = Gz to be reductive groups and we now set G = G, x GZ. Let B, c G, , 
B, c G, be Bore1 subgroups and T, c B,, T, c B, maximal tori. Then 
B = B, x B, is a Bore1 subgroup and T = T, x T, is a maximal torus of G. 
We write X, for A’( T, ), X, for X( T2) and identify X= X( T, x T,) with 
X, 0 X, in the natural way. We denote by X+ (resp. XT, resp. XT ) the set 
of 1, E X (resp. A E A’, , resp. %E X,) such that (Indg) K, #O (resp. (Indg;) 
K, #O, resp. (Indz) K, #O, where K, is the one dimensional B-module 
(resp. B,-module, resp. B,-module) on which T (resp. TI, resp. T,) acts 
with weight A. If A = AI + A2 with %, E X,, A, E X, then 
(1) (Indg) K, z (Indg;) K,, q (Indz) Kj,, 
by [7, p. 441. We deduce that: 
(2) For A=A,+J., with 1+i~X,, A,EX~ we have AEX+ if and only if 
~,EX: and &EX;. 
Let @ (resp. Qj, , resp. Qi2) denote the set of non-zero weights of Lie(G) 
(resp. Lie(G,), resp. Lie(G,)) with respect to the adjoint action of T (resp. 
T,, resp. T,). Then B (resp. B,, resp. B2) determines a system of negative 
roots @ (resp. @;- , resp. @,) in the root system @ (resp. @, , resp. Qpz). 
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Let @+ (resp. @:, resp. CD:) be the set of positive roots. In view of the 
(T= T, x T,)-module isomorphism Lie(B) = Lie(B,) q K@ K El Lie(B,) 
(where K denotes the trivial one dimensional module) we have the 
following. 
(3) If cc=cc,+cr,~X with cc,~X,, a2 E A’, then C(E Q, if and only if 
z,E@, and cc,=0 or cc,=0 and cr,~@*. 
We have the usual partial order 9 (resp. I! , , resp. a :) on X (resp. 
A’,, resp. A”,) and from (3) we have the following: 
(4) For 3.=3., +&, p=pl +p2(A,, ~,EX,, A,, IBEX,) we have /2~p if 
and only if A, P, pi and E., pzpLz. 
From this we obtain that: 
(5) For 7c, g XT and rr2 g XT the subset rc = rc, x rc2 of X is saturated if 
and only if 71, is a saturated subset of XT and 7~~ is a saturated subset 
of XT. 
For AE X’ (resp. XT, resp. X; ) we denote by Y( ;C) (resp. Y,(A), 
resp. Y,(A)) the G-module (resp. G,-module, resp. G,-module) (Indg) K, 
(resp. (Indz;) Kj., resp. (Indg;) K,). Rewriting (1) gives: 
(6) Y(i)= Yl(;l,) q Y,(%,) for i=i,+k,, ~,EX:, ~+,EX:. 
We let L(L) (resp. L,(A), resp. L*(n)) denote the G-socle (resp. G,-socle, 
resp. G,-socle) of Y(A) (resp. Y,(n), resp. Y,(i)) for A E X’ (resp. 1 E XT , 
resp. i. E X: ). It is not diflicult to deduce from (6) that the following holds. 
This has the following interesting consequence. 
(8) Let V be a G-module and 7~ a subset of XT. Then we have 
O,W)=~,..;W. 
Here 0 is short for 0”’ and 0 4 is short for Ozx x+ (see 1.2). We 
have that* O,( I’) is a G~submod~~xof V by 1.3 (first ‘paragraph). If 
L(/?)=L,(E.,) H L2(d2) (A,EX:. 1, E Xc) is a G-composition factor of 
O,(V) then L,(il,) is a G,-composition factor of O,(V), since it is a 
G,-composition factor of L(E,)I,,. Hence A, E rt and O,( V)C O,,,;( V). 
The converse is true for similar reasons so that (8) is true. 
(9) Let I’ be a finite dimensional G-module which has a good filtration 
and let 71 be a saturated subset of XT. Then O,(V) has a good G-module 
filtration. 
This is true by (8) and (5) above together with [7, 12.1.6)]. For PEA’:, 
applying (12.1.6) in [7] twice, first with 7c = Q) and second with rt = n(p)’ 
(see 1.2), we obtain: 
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(10) For a finite dimensional G-module V with a good filtration, and 
PLX:, the G-module B,( I’) has a good filtration. 
However, s,,( I’)= Yi(p) q F,(V) for I/as above, by 1.3 (1). From (6) it 
follows that the restriction of $J,( V) to G, has a good filtration. Thus, by 
1.3( 1 ), the direct sum of a number of copies of F,,( I’) has a good filtration 
and so, by [7, Corollary 3.2.51, F,(V) has a good G,-module filtration. 
(11) Let V be a finite dimensional G-module with a good filtration and 
p E XT. Then F,,( I’) has a good G,-module filtration. 
Remark. We now indicate how a theorem of Koppinen [ 15, 
Theorem l] and the present author [6] may be obtained from the results 
of this section. In this remark we write Ol, (resp. Ok, resp. 0,) for 0:’ 
(resp. 02, resp. 0:) where rc is a subset of XT (resp. XT, resp. X’ ). We 
consider the special case G, = G, (a reductive group). For a G-module V 
affording a representation cp we denote by P the same K-space V regarded 
as a G-module via the representation cp 0 t, where t: G, x G, -+ G, x G, is 
given by t(x, y) = (y, x), for x, YE G, = G,. Note that - defines an exact 
functor from G-modules to G-modules. We regard A = K[G,], the coor- 
dinate ring of G,, as a G-module with action defined by ((x, y) a)(z) = 
a(y-‘zx), for x, y, ZEG,, aE A. Note that A is isomorphic to A” as a 
G-module via S:A +a given by S(a)(z)=a(z.-‘), aEA, ZEG,. 
Let rt be a finite saturated subset of XT. By [9, (12.1.3), (12.1.1), 
(12.1.6), (1.1.4) (1.1.2)] we have: 
( 12) The G,-module O’,(A) has a good filtration. For I E XT, 
(O:(A): Y,(i)) is equal to dim. Yi(A) if 1” E rc and is 0 otherwise. 
Let w0 be the longest element of the Weyl group of G,. For I E X, let 
A* = - w,l and put rr* = (A*: I EZ}. Note that if V is a finite dimensional 
G,-module belonging to rt (i.e., if V is a (G,, n)-module) then the dual 
G,-module V* belongs to xc*. For a G,-module V (equivalently K[G,]- 
comodule) we have the coefficient space cf( V), a G-submodule of A 
(cf. [ 10, (1.2e)]) and a surjective G-module homomorphism c : V q 
V* + cf( I’) (see [ 10, (1.2h)]). Now for V= Ok(A), V is a G-submodule of 
A, e.g., by 1.4(8), and so a subcoalgebra of A. We therefore have V= cf( V) 
by [lo, (1.2f)]. In view of the epimorphism c, we have that O’,(A)< 
O’,.(A). From the definitions we see that O;,(A) = Oh.(a) and therefore has 
dimension equal to that of O’,,(A), since A is isomorphic to 2. It follows 
from Weyl’s Character Formula that dim, Yi(A*) = dim, Y,(n)), for 
AEXT, so that (12) implies that dim,O’,,(A) =dim.O’,(A). Thus the 
inclusion Ok(A) < O;,(A) is equality: 
(13) O;(A) = O’,.(A). 
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Let n= {A,, A,, . . . . A,,} with the labelling chosen so that i<j whenever 
AiaA, (1 didn, 1 <<j,<n). For 1 <mdn we let z,= {A,,...,&} and put 
C= O:(A), C, = Ohm(A) = Oh,(C). We put Co = 0. 
From 1.3(4) and (12) (applied to each rr,) we have: 
(14) For 1 d m Q n, C,/C,~, z Y,(&,,) q F,,(C) (as G-modules) and 
dim,F,JC) = dim, Y,(A,). 
Now (13) (with 7c replaced by n,) implies that c,,, = Oh*(cm) and so 
e,,,< O’,,(A). Since A’ is isomorphic to A, dim,O’,;(~)=dim,O$A) 
which, by (12) and the fact that dim,Y,(A) =dim,Y,(A*) for IE XT, is 
dim,O’,m(A) = dim,C,. We therefore have c,,, = Ok(a). From 1.3(4) and 
(12) (applied to each ~2) we have that C,/C,~, 2 Y,(Az) q F,,(zi) for 
each 1 <m <n. Since - is involutory we obtain that, for each 1 <m < n, 
C,/C,,~ I is isomorphic, as a G-module, to J, q Y,(AE) for some G,- 
module J,. Comparing this with (14) we see that dim,J, =dim,Y,(I,) 
and, restricting the action to the left factor of G, that a direct sum of copies 
of J,, is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of Y,(A,). Now indecom- 
posability of Y,(A,) as a G,-module, the Krull-Schmidt theorem, and 
equality of dimensions ensures that J, is isomorphic to Y,(A,). Thus we 
have: 
(15) For I Bmdn, C,/C,,~,? Y,(A,) q Y,(3,2) (as G-modules). 
In particular we have: 
(16) For every finite saturated subset n of XT, the G-module O,(A) has 
a filtration with sections Y,(A) q Yr(A*), for AE n, each occurring exactly 
once. 
Now let the elements of A’: be labelled A,, A,, . . . . in such a way that i<j 
whenever l;_a Aj. Let rc, = {A,, A,, . . . . A,} and A, = O,,(A) for m 2 1, with 
A, = 0. Then (16) together with [7, (12.1.6), (12.1.2)] implies: 
(17) For each m > 1 we have A,/A,,- I E Y,(A,) IXI Y,(A.z); in particular 
the G-module A has a filtration with sections Y,(A) q Y,(A*), each occur- 
ring precisely once. 
This proves the main result of Koppinen [IS] and of the present author 
[6]. The proof is different from the earlier ones. See also [ 14, Part II, 
Proposition 4.201. 
2. SKEW MODULES 
2.1. Let Q be an afline, connected algebraic group over an 
algebraically closed field K and let P be a closed connected subgroup. 
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DEFINITION. We shall say that P is a good subgroup of Q if for every 
rational Q-module V with a good filtration, the restriction VI ,, has a good 
filtration. 
EXAMPLE. Suppose either that the characteristic of K is not 2 or that 
Q/R,,(Q) (where R,(Q) is the unipotent radical of Q) does not involve E, 
or E,. Then by [7, Theorem (10.5.5)] every parabolic subgroup of Q is a 
good subgroup, and furthermore, the diagonal subgroup { (x, x) : x E Q} of 
Q x Q is good. 
Now let G be a connected algebraic group over K with B, T, X= X(T), 
etc., as in 1.1, and Y(A) = Indg K, for jb E X(T). Suppose G,, Gz are com- 
muting reductive subgroups of G and that the product map G, x G, -+ G 
induces an isomorphism onto the image c?. We assume the notation of 1.4 
except that G = G, x G, replaces the G of 1.4, B = B, x B, replaces the B of 
1.4, etc. 
Suppose that 6 is a good subgroup of G. 
DEFINITION. For ,I E A’+ (the set of dominant weights) and p E A’: the 
skew module Y(d\p) for G, is F,,( Y(j.)l,). 
Note that by 1.4 (11) 
(1) The skew module Y(A\p) has a good filtration. 
2.2. We now specialize 2.1 by taking G to be semisimple, simply 
connected. Let W be the Weyl group of G with respect to T and let ( , ) be 
a W-invariant, positive-definite, symmetric bilinear form on Q @z X(T). 
ForzE@,letx” = ~c(/(cx(, 2) be the co-root. Let A be the set of simple roots 
For r E A let o, be the corresponding fundamental dominant weight: 
(CL),, /j’ ” ) = 6,. ,<, for all b E A. For M E @, let U, be the corresponding root 
subgroup. Now suppose that C, a are subsets of A such that (a, b) = 0 for 
all c[ E C, PEG. We put T,={t~T:cr(t)=l for all CCESZ} and 
T, = {t E T: x(t) = 1 for all c( E d\n). Let G, be the subgroup of G 
generated by T, and { U,: c( E C} and let G, be the subgroup of G 
generated by ( U,: c( E s2}. Then Bi = B n G, is a Bore1 subgroup of Gi and 
T, c B, is a maximal torus (i = 1, 2). Suppose either that the characteristic 
of K is not 2 or that G involves no component of type E, or E,. Then by 
[7, Theorem (10.8.5), Propositions 3.3.2, 3.2.7(iii)], 5 = G, x G, is a good 
subgroup of G. We therefore have skew modules Y(i\p) for G,, for every 
i.EX+, pEX:. 
EXAMPLE. Let G be the semisimple group of type F4. Let 
A={cc,,q, ej, a,} with (x1, q)#O, (c(,,K,)#O and (cI~,z~” )= -1. We 
take Z= {a,} and n= {a,, x4}. Let oi=ol<, for i= 1, 2, 3, 4. We shall 
481.113.2-14 
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describe Y(w~\P), for ,U E XT. For A E X+ (resp. i, E Xc, resp. I, E Xc) we 
denote by ~(2) (resp. x,(A,), resp. x2(&)) the character of Y(A) (resp. Yr(A), 
resp. Y2(&)) as a T-module (resp. T,-module, resp. T,-module). Note that, 
in the notation of [7, p.191, G, x G,= G,, where T= {a,, c(~, CQ}. We 
have, by [7, 7.251, x(wl) = s(wI) + 2s(O), where s(t) E ZX( T) denotes the 
orbit sum, for TEA(T). 
Before proceeding further we must alert the reader to two misprints to be 
found in [7] on page 90. First, the fifth 4-tuple on line one should be 
(1, - 1, 0, 1) and second, the fifth 4-tuple on line nine should be 
(2, 0, - 1, 0). We have, by [7, (7.2.3), (2.2.3) (“Brauer’s formula”), (2.2.5)], 
(1) x(0,) = cp(l,0,0,0) + cp(l, -l,O,l) + (P(2, -l,O,O) + cp(O)+ 
$41, -2, l,O)+cp(1, -1,&O), 
where (a, h, c, d) represents ao, + ho, + co1 + dw, for a, h, c, d E Z and 
q(r) = xr(t) (see [7, p. 241) for r E A’. Thus, if T E X satisfies (5, 2 ” ) 3 0 for 
r~ T, then xr(z) is the character of Ind$K,, where B,= G,n B (see [7, 
p.261). Similarly from [7, (7.2.3) (7.2.4), (7.3.1), (2.2.3), (2.2.5)] we obtain: 
(2) id%) = do, 090, l)+cp(l, o,o, 0)+442, -2, l,O)+cp(l, - 1,Q I)+ 
cp(O, -2, 1, l)+(P(L -l,O, 0)+cp(0)+cp(l, -2, 1,O)+cp(l, -l,O,O)+ 
(PC& -2, 0, I)+ do, -2, 1, 0). 
We identify Zo, + Zw, with X, = X( T,) via restriction X(T) + X( T,) 
and identify Lo, + Zo, with X, = A’( T,) via restriction X(T) -+ X( T,). For 
t E XT, x,(z) denotes the character of Y,(r) as a T,-module (i = 1, 2). For a, 
h E Z, ~~(a, h) denotes ~,(aw, + bw,) and ~*(a, h) denotes ~~(ao, + bo,). 
Thus from 1.4( 1) we have: 
(3) For a, b, c, d E Z with a 3 0, c 3 0 and d 3 0, q(a, h, c, d)= 
~,(a, b) xr(c> 4. 
For $ E LX’ such that $ is the character of some T-module M, we 
denote by A’$ the character of A’M. By [7, (7.4.3)] we have 
A’x(~,)=x(u~)+x(uI~). By applying A2 to (1) subtracting (2) and 
using (3) we obtain: 
(4) x(w2)=xI(o> l).x2(O)+x,(lr -1).(x2(1,0) 
+ 3X2(% 1) + 2X2(0)) + X1(2, - 1). (x2(0, 1) + 3X2(0)) 
+x,(3, -~)~x2(0)+2~,(~,o)~x2(0) 
+x1(27 --2)‘(2X2(1,o)+x2(@ 1)) 
+ x,(0, - 1) (2X2(1,0) +x2(0,2) + 2x2(0, 1) + x2(0)) 
+ Xl(O) (x2(0, 1) + 2x2(0)) 
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We omit the details of this calculation: they are routine but lengthy; 
suffice it to say that numerous applications of [7, (2.2.3) (“Brauer’s 
formula”)] are involved. Equating coefficients in 1.3(3) and the above 
we obtain that ch Y(o,\o,) = x*(O), ch Y(o,\w, - 02) = xz( 1,0) + 
3x2(0, 1) + 2x2(O), etc. 
Thus, by 2.1(l) we have: 
(5) For P E XT, the skew module Y(w,\p) is 0 unless p is w2, 30, -wz, 
3w,-3w,, -3w,, 20,-4w, or ~LES={W,--U~, 20,--o,, wl, 
2w, -202, -co*, 0, w,-20,, o,-3w,, 30,--2w,, 20,-30,, -2~0~). 
Moreover, Y(w,\cu,) 2 Y,(O), Y(w,\30, - 02) = Y,(O), Y(o,\30, - 30,) 
z Y2(w3), Y(oz\ - 30,) z Y,(20,), Y(o,\20, - 40,) g Y,(w,), and for 
P E S, Y(o,\p) has a filtration with sections Y,(r,), Y,(s,), . . . . Y2(r,CPj) 
where, for p = w1 - w2, 
Q(P) = (tlf . . . . T,(,J is (O,O, w4, m4, m4, wd, 
QVw1 -d = t&O, 0, ~41, Q(o,, = (0, 01, 
QW1-2~) = (~3, ~31~41, 
Q( -%) = (0,039 039 w4, a47 2W,), Q(o) = (o,o, a,), 
Q(wl- 2%) = (~3>~3,~3> w4,204> ~3 + w4), 
Q(ml- 3%) = (2@,, 03 + 041, 
Q(3w, - 2~2) = (0,04), Q(2w1- 30,) = (03,03 + w,), 
Q(-20,) = (w3,03 + ~4). 
Note that, except for /A = -02 or or - 20,, Y(w2\p) is isomorphic 
to the direct sum of the sections specified above in a good filtration, by 
P, Lemma 3.211, and so the module structure of Y(o,\p) is uniquely 
determined. For p = -02 or o , -20, (in characteristic 2), Y(o,\h) may 
not be a direct sum of Y,(r)‘s. 
The skew module construction provides modules for the group G, (in 
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the case considered here, isomorphic to Z,(K)) by embedding the 
Dynkin-Diagram of G2 in the Dynkin-Diagram of a larger connected 
group (in this case the group of type F4). Note that the skew module con- 
struction therefore yields no “new” modules for groups of type E, (unless 
one is prepared to contemplate KaE-Moody theory in characteristic p, 
perhaps). 
Finally, we remark that De Concini has raised the interesting question of 
whether there is a variety on which G, acts in such a way that the skew 
modules Y(jb\p) may be realised as global sections of line bundles. This 
would generalise the interpretation of the Y(1) as sections of line bundles 
on GfB. 
2.3. We now restrict our attention to skew modules for the general 
linear groups. Treatments have already been given, from various points of 
view, by Akin, Buchsbaum, and Weyman [3] and Kouwenhoven [16], 
and it is our task here to show that our set up, restricted to the general 
linear groups, is consistent with the existing theory. 
For a positive integer a we set a = { 1, 2, . . . . a). Let n and m be positive 
integers with m < n. We define coefficient functions c,, s (1 d Y 6 n, 1 d s d n) 
on GL,,(K) : c,, ,,(g) is the (I, $)-entry of the invertible matrix g. We 
specialise the set up of 2.1 by taking G = GL,(K) and G, = GL,(K), iden- 
tified with the set of g E G such that c,,,(g) = 6,. 3, the Kronecker delta, for 
(r, s) in x n\m x m. For G, we take the set of g E G such that c,,,(g) = 6, ,s 
for (v, .s)~nxmum xn. We take B to be the set of gEG such that 
c,,,,(g) = 0 for r < s(r, s E n), T the group of diagonal matrices, B, = Gin B 
and T, = G, n T (i= 1, 2). Note that by [7, Propositions 4.2.2, 3.3.21, 
G = G, x G, is a good subgroup of G. 
For a positive integer r, let n +(n, Y) denote the set of partitions 
3. = (iI, AZ, . . . . A,,) of r into at most n parts. For a partition E. we denote by 
[i.] its diagram (see [ 12, p. 81). We write p c 1, for partitions ,u, i., if 
[p] c [A]. The conjugate (or transpose) of a partition jW will be denoted ‘3.. 
For j.E /i +(n, r), Akin, Buchsbaum, and Weynman [3] define the Schur 
module L,,(F) and for p E n +(m, q) with p c E, (and q Q r) define the skew 
Schur module L,,,,JF,) (where F is the natural GL,(K)-module and F, is 
the natural GL, ~ ,(K)-module). More generally, their constructions are 
valid over any commutative ring and the Schur and skew Schur modules 
may be viewed as modules over appropriate Schur algebras (see [2]). 
Elements of n +(n, r) may be viewed as characters of the torus T, in the 
obvious way, and as noted in [8, 2.7(5)], we have Y(~)z L,,,(F), for 
jti E A +(n, r). We may now interpret [3, Theorem 11.4.1 l] with p = 0 (or 
Kouwenhoven [ 16, Proposition 11, 2.2A]) as saying that the restriction 
Y(/1.)I,, Xci2 has a filtration with sections Y,(y) I% L,,,,,(F,) for y E A+(rn, q), 
q Q r and y c A, each occurring once, and the order ‘in which the sections 
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occur is compatible with the dominance order on the y’s We therefore 
have, by the characterisation of skew modules 1.3(4) and the definition 2.1: 
(1) Y(A\y)zL, ,,./ (F,), for R~A+(tz,r), y~A+(m,q) with yc2. 
With this we may deduce the following result. It was first proved by 
Kouwenhoven [ 16, Proposition II, 2.2B, a], who also gives an explicit 
description of a filtration. 
(2) Let R be a commutative ring, 3. e/i + (n, r), y E /i + (m, q) with y c i 
and let F2 be the free R-module of rank n -m. Then Ltj,,;(F,), as a module 
for the Schur Algebra S,(n - m, r - q) (see [ 111) has a Schur filtration. 
By a Schur filtration we mean a filtration with sections of the form 
L,(F,) for partition z. We first consider the case in which R is the 
algebraically closed field K. Then by (1) above and 2.1(l), L,,, ,.;(F,) has a 
good filtration. Now suppose that R = Z and let L = L,,,,,;(F,), where F, is a 
free Z-module of rank it -mm. The skew module construction commutes 
with base change [3, Theorem 11.2.161 so that K@, L has a good filtration 
(by the case already considered) for every homomorphism Z -+ K into an 
algebraically closed field. Hence L has a good filtration by [S, 2.6(6), 
2.7( 1 )]. (By a good filtration over a principal ideal domain A we mean a 
filtration with sections of the form Y,(t), for T dominant, where YA(7) is 
the induced module for the general linear group scheme over A (see [S, 2.6, 
2.7]).) Now L is a module for the Schur algebra S,(n -m, r-q) which is 
free of finite rank over Z and therefore the sum of its weight spaces (see 
[7, p. 373 and the weights are elements of n(n -m, r - q), i.e., unordered 
partitions of r-q into at most n-m parts. Thus for any Y,(T) occurring 
as a section in a good filtration of L, 5 is a dominant weight and 
z~A(n-m, r-q). Hence r~A’(n-mm, r-q) and so Y,(z)=LtI(F) (Fis 
the free Z-module of rank n), by [S, 2.7(5)]. Thus L has a Schur filtration. 
Now we obtain a Schur filtration of L,, ,;(F,), constructed over an arbitrary 
commutative ring R, by tensoring L with R and using [3, Theorem II, 
2.161. 
One can obtain from (2) the result of James and Peel [13], on the 
existence of Specht series for skew modules for the symmetric groups, by 
applying the Schur functor (see [ 11, Chap. 61). This is spelled out by 
Kouwenhoven [ 16, Proposition II, 2.2B, b], who gives an explicit 
filtration. 
Let G be the general linear group scheme CL,-, over a principal ideal 
domain R. Recall [S, 2.71 that an AkinBuchsbaum resolution of a 
G-module M is a finite left resolution of M by modules which are direct 
sums of tensor products of exterior powers of the natural representation. In 
[8, 2.7(7)] we showed that a polynomial G-module (equivalently a module 
for S,(n-m, u), for some U, which is free and finitely generated over R) 
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has an Akin-Buchsbaum resolution if and only if it has a Schur filtration. 
We therefore obtain from (2): 
(3) Let R be a principal ideal domain, A E /i + (n, Y), ,D E /1+ (m, q) with 
p c 1.. Then L,,JF2) has an Akin-Buchsbaum resolution. 
Our methods do not give explicit resolutions (or filtrations). When i 
and p are two-rowed partitions, an explicit resolution of L,,, is given in 
[2, Sect. 41. (and in [4, Sect. 81 the general, case is promised to us in a 
forthcoming publication). 
In [S] we consider resolutions for reductive groups generalizing the 
Akin-Buchsbaum resolutions for CL,. We show that a finite dimensional 
module M for a reductive group can be resolved by a “special resolving 
system” (see [S, Sect. 11) if and only if M has a good filtration. One may 
therefore formulate a version of (3) which is valid for reductive groups in 
the set up of 2.1. Precisely, in the notation of 2.1, we have, by 2.1(l) and 
the result just described, that Y(A\p) has a finite left G,-module resolution 
by modules in any special resolving system for G,. 
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